
Brief  Operating Instructions:

To start, double click on the  PSpice SV icon                 , and PSpice Schematics will open.  Use it to 
create your circuit diagram (a process called schematic capture).  When you run the simulation, PSpice 
A/D will do the simulation and PSpice A/D will plot your results.  The program PSpice A/D is loaded and 
executed automatically by Schematics.  The following diagrams illustrate the major steps in simulating a 
circuit.  See the PSpice Help menu and the online documentation provided on the CD-ROM for details.
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Ref.  Appendix D of Alexander & Sadiku, Fundamentals of Electric Circuits, McGraw-Hill Publishers, 2000  (text 
used in EECC192 and EE201/202). 

SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) was developed in the late 1970's for IC 
analysis and design at the University of California, Berkeley.  PSpice is a version of the original SPICE 
program that has been adapted for the PC.  You are to learn how to use PSpice this semester and will be 
expected to use it as needed in your electronics courses (EE 331/332) and in other EE courses in the 
future.  SPICE is widely used in industry and a new BSEE graduate is expected to be familiar with the 
program.  You are expected to learn PSpice on your own by solving assigned HW problems but without 
extensive class lectures.  The above reference is a useful starting place from which to learn PSpice; work 
through the examples to learn the program.  PSpice is a product of the OrCAD Corporation and the 
Student Version we are using is "freeware".  To obtain a free personal copy on CD-ROM, see Support at:
http://www.engr.colostate.edu/ece/PSpice/
The CD-ROM version has the full instruction manuals.  For more information, see http://www.pspice.com

To Install on Your u: Drive using the Engineering Network System:

PSpice SV (Student Version) is installed on an ENS server.  As a first-time user, you must set up your u:
drive as follows.  Note: If PSpice is listed on the NT Start menu, do not use to launch PSpice!
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Using Windows NT Explorer, locate the folder  
s:\Applications\PSpice_SV_91\CSU_setup\PSpice
and copy the  PSpice  folder (not the PSpice_SV_91 folder) and all of its 
sub-folders and files to your  u: drive using the right mouse button to drag 
and drop.

Using the right mouse button, drag the folder u:\PSpice to your desktop 
and chose Create Shortcut Here.

Open the shortcut folder just created.  Use the projects folder to store your 
PSpice circuits for each EE course.  The userlib folder contains libraries 
you will need for your EE courses. The backup folder will contain 
automatically created backup files of your circuits. The *.ini  file(s) are 
used to configure your PSpice for the CSU ENS.



STEP 1     _______       
Place the circuit 
components on screen 
(can also use Ctrl+G to 
select from library). 
Use Ctrl+R to rotate.
Then wire the 
components together.
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Use Ctrl+R to rotate.
Then wire the 
components together.

STEP 2            
Set values of 
attributes of each 
component 
(i.e., V1=10V). 
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attributes of each 
component 
(i.e., V1=10V). 

STEP  3                              
Set up the type of analysis
(DC, pulsed transient, or
frequency sweep).  
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Set up the type of analysis
(DC, pulsed transient, or
frequency sweep).  

STEP 4         
Run simulation 
which launches 
Probe.
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Enter the value of R2
in ohms and click on 

and then hit

Enter the value of R2
in ohms and click on 

and then hit

Example of STEP 2
(double click on R2).

Example of STEP 2
(double click on R2).

Use the small pencil to
draw wires to connect 

components.

Use the small pencil to
draw wires to connect 

components.



Use Analysis/Examine Netlist
from menu to check list of components.
Note node number assignment.  This 
is the input to PSpice.
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Place marker(s) at 
nodes where voltages 
are displayed in Probe.  
Check out Mark Current…
and Mark Advanced…
on the Markers menu.
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Be sure to ground 
the circuit!  Use
AGND as the
component in 
the library.

Be sure to ground 
the circuit!  Use
AGND as the
component in 
the library.

Be sure to use the correct 
scale factors for component 
values.  See Appendix D of
reference. Here k=1E+3 and u=1E-6.  
Case is ignored. Other scale factors 
are usual convention  except:

M=1E-3  while MEG=1E+6.
No spaces between the number & 
scale factor.  No commas in the 
number.  Letters after the scale factor 
are ignored.  Valid examples:
10kHz,  1E4, 10K, 10000, 0.01MEG

are the same number
1.2pF, 1.2p, 1.2pH, 1.2pV, 1200fA

are the same number



STEP 4:  simulate the circuit: 4/4

Use these 
buttons to enable 

display of DC
node voltages 

and branch 
currents after 
simulation.

Use these 
buttons to enable 

display of DC
node voltages 

and branch 
currents after 
simulation.

PSpice A/D appears. 
Gives plot of 
voltages at 

marker nodes.

PSpice A/D appears. 
Gives plot of 
voltages at 

marker nodes.

This box  gives status
of simulation and any 
errors that occurred.

This box  gives status
of simulation and any 
errors that occurred.

Obtain
hard copy

of results

To print a copy of 
the circuit 

diagram, highlight 
the part of the 

circuit to print and 
hit printer icon.

To print a copy of 
the circuit 

diagram, highlight 
the part of the 

circuit to print and 
hit printer icon.


